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The workplace is in flux as companies around

centric strategy to meet the needs of their

the world adapt more agile work strategies.

mobile workforce through a cohesive set of

In doing so, many companies are finding

on-demand IT tools and services.

themselves caught between a complex web
of systems, implemented in silos for specific

Learn how the team set about this effort

needs of the business. These technologies,

and how you can adopt this strategy at

despite being acquired to enable agility,

your company.

too often end up underutilized for lack of

“

awareness or ease of employee access.
In these cases, the tools intended to drive
engagement, collaboration, and flexibility
become obstacles to productivity.
General Dynamics Information Technology
(GDIT) set out to break this cycle with a
“People First” culture as the driving force
behind their Digital Workplace Transformation.
Under the Digital Workplace leadership team,
they created a transformative employee-

Attracting top talent requires
employers to rethink their
recruitment and retension
strategies. Bridging the
modernization of IT and
enabling employees to drive
their own destiny in the
workforce are top priorities.

”

— Yen Tang
Digital Workplace Transformation Leader General
Dynamics Information Technology

TO ATTRACT AND RETAIN TOP
TALENT, COMPANIES MUST
PRIORITIZE AND DIGITIZE THE
WORK EXPERIENCE.

Successful companies know employees are

inclusive, involved feeling and makes daily

their most valuable asset. And that the happier

work-life more productive and fun. For today’s

they are, the better it is for business.

employees—especially those who grew up
in our digital, at-your-fingertips world—this

How much better? Satisfied workers are 16

includes making it ultra-easy to access the

percent more productive and 18 percent more

resources they need to get their jobs done.

likely to stick around1. When you consider

Not only do employees increasingly expect

that finding and training replacements is

this level of engagement, it contributes to an

equivalent to the cost of six to nine months of

87% increase in retention3.

an employee’s salary2, the urgency to retain
workers becomes crystal clear.
Finding and training
What’s the best way to keep them on staff?

replacements is

Get them more engaged in your company.

equivalent to the cost

Create a workplace experience that connects

of 6-9 months of an

them to the organization, generates an

employee’s salary.2

1	Make Your Digital Workplace Employee Friendly with These
Six IoT Best Practices, Gartner, August 2018
2 Society for Human Resource Management

3	
The Value and ROI in Employee Recognition, Human Capital
Institute

BRING THE WORKPLACE TO
THEIR PHONES
A mobile-first, digital workplace puts all the
right tools and information in employees’
hands, on-demand. Bring the workplace to
their phones, so when they travel they can

WHAT IS A DIGITAL
WORKPLACE?
Workplaces are no longer limited to
physical corporate structures or a standard
beginning and end of day. With more than
50 percent of employees telecommuting at
least half the week and 70 percent at least
once a week4, and many shaping their days
around other life commitments, the definition
of a workplace has evolved to be wherever
and whenever people do their jobs.
To engage an agile workforce, you have to
be where they are. Whether they’re working
from home, on the road in between client
sales calls, on a manufacturing floor or in
the field doing repairs, fewer and fewer
people are tethered to a laptop or a desk.

access resources anywhere and anytime.
Essential Mobile-first Resources
Provide essential HR, facilities and
communications services needed to
improve collaboration, productivity
and satisfaction—everything from reserving a
hot desk, managing job performance and
booking an exercise class, to reporting a
broken copier, finding dining menus and
available parking spots, being instantly notified
of meeting delays or weather-related
cancellations, and more.
Send personalized, targeted and
meaningful communications. Get the
right information to the right users at
the right time, streamlining communication to
drive desired outcomes

But they are tied to their mobile phones. By

Make this type of productivity

2020, B2B workers are expected to spend

accessible via a single, unified mobile

three hours a day on these phones.5 And

app. Employee mobile apps are

with good reason. Seventy-five percent say

shown to boost engagement levels to above

smartphones help them be more productive6.

75 percent.7

4 Flexible Working Study, IWG, 2018
5	
Mobile Marketing and the New B2B Buyer, The Boston
Consulting Group and Google, October, 2017
6 Getting Things Done on Mobile, Google, December 2017
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7 The Return on Investment of an Employee App, Staffbase
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UNIFICATION IS KEY 		
TO ADOPTION

mind since they’re all viewable and accessible

While many companies recognize the need for

experiences: they’re increasingly organizing

a digital workplace, they grapple with employee

their own personal apps into folders so they

adoption. Simply putting siloed systems and

don’t have to scroll through screens9.

from a single app. Keep their workplace
experience consistent with their other app

data on mobile phones doesn’t work. In fact, it’s
one of the top impediments to implementing an

Unification also improves the digital workplace

effective digital workplace, according to more

ROI because it enhances adoption; it’s easier

than 25 percent of businesses .

for employees to adopt one app vs. several

8

apps. When the app is seamlessly integrated
Having a single pane of glass that serves as the

with multiple business applications and

gateway to all employee-related services and

services—such as ServiceNow, ADP, Chat, Jira,

information is critical. From an IT perspective,

Workday and Condeco, ERP systems and data

it makes the mobile digital workplace much

sources like employee directories, maps, dining

easier and cost-effective to manage. From an

menus and training videos, you can mobilize

employee perspective, important services and

even more of your workplace and watch your

information are no longer out-of-sight, out-of-

digital transformation (DX) ROI rise even higher.

8 State of the Digital Workplace, CMS Wire, DWG (pdf)

9 2017 US Mobile App Report, comScore

When the app is seamlessly
integrated with multiple business
services, you can mobilize even
more of your workplace.
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THE ART OF THE POSSIBLE
A mobile digital workplace app transforms employee experience by:
●●

●●

Removing complexities from daily lives

●●

Standardizing how stakeholders

while making it easy to relay, consume and

communicate and engage, so even

act on the information they need most—in

geographically dispersed companies and

real time.

those that have grown by acquisition look
and feel like a unified business.

Using personas to ensure their digital
workplace is relevant to their jobs,
interests, locations and workstyles.

The Digital Workplace Guide to Engaging Enterprise Employees

●●

Maximizing productivity by enabling
people to ACT NOW.

5

HR, facilities, IT and DX leaders who make the
most of their digital workplace find their
teams are more successful and satisfied.

HR
Foster engagement throughout

The right digital workplace app will also let you

employees’ tenure, from day one

measure engagement by location, persona,

onboarding through career management and

employee and more. This is critical to ensuring

exit interviews, by creating a holistic experience

success. It’s also one of the top three digital

that spurs success. It’s easy to provide anytime

workplace challenges experienced by 18

access to the documents, forms, programs and

percent of organizations10. Measurement

support they need within a digital workplace

capabilities enable you to prioritize and extend

app. To enhance HR functions like career

the app’s functionality based on what employees

development, for example, monitor who is or

want and use, and provide the intelligence to

isn’t meeting performance goals and use in-

drive desired interactions and behaviors.

app texts to provide career guidance. Build
community by enticing employees to attend
company events, management training and
participate in service outings.

The Digital Workplace Guide to Engaging Enterprise Employees

10	2018 State of the Digital Workplace, CMS Wire and Digital
Workplace Group
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Facilities

can workers easily find people, desks, parking,

Navigating a large, sprawling

emergency exits, shuttle schedules and dining

corporate campus is no easy feat, as

options, they can also log facilities tickets and

facilities managers are well aware. Forty percent

register visitors—all from a single screen. By

of office workers waste 60 minutes every week

making your services top-of-mind and, thereby,

searching for available desks, conference rooms

driving adoption, facilities teams can more

or colleagues11, which is why so many companies

accurately plan and adjust resources, quickly fix

are investing in smart applications to ease tasks

issues and get greater return on investments.

like wayfinding and room/desk reservations.
But with only 30 percent of meeting rooms
utilized12 and thirty seven percent of workers

CORPORATE CAMPUS INEFFICIENCIES

saying locating an employee from another
department or area is too time-consuming13, it’s
not a stretch to deduce that many workers don’t
take advantage of these and other productivityenhancing services.

of office workers
waste 60 min/week
searching for available
desks, conference
rooms or colleagues

Integrating facilities services in a unified digital
workplace app links your physical and digital
investments. It helps employees make the most
of, and properly use, your facilities. Not only

of meeting
rooms utilized

11 Office Workplace Survey 2017, Senion
12	Gartner: Make your digital workplace employee-friendly with
these six best practices, Gartner, August 2018
13 Office Workplace Survey 2017, Senion
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IT

Digital Transformation

The last thing CIOs want is more

One of the most difficult tasks for DX

apps for IT teams to manage. You

leaders is getting workers to adopt

also don’t want to be responsible for apps that

new ways of doing business. The other is proving

workers don’t really use. That’s why a unified

the value of your DX investment. A unified

digital workplace app is so welcomed by IT

digital workplace app ameliorates both these

organizations. With rich modules for HR, facilities

tasks. It helps companies achieve workplace

and communications already included in it, you

transformation goals while equipping the modern

can replace some existing services, like room

workforce to easily engage with cross functional

scheduling, and actually reduce the number

departments and get their jobs done.

of applications IT has to manage. And with the
ability to monitor engagement, app managers

By extending enterprise resources onto a single,

can track which modules are being used.

intuitive corporate branded smartphone app,
you’re virtually assured employees’ adoption.

The right digital workplace solution supports

By unifying everything into one app, companies

workflow delegation so line of business (LOB)

increase DX adoption and ROI. By monitoring

managers can maintain their domain or content

engagement, you gain valuable insights into

with the app—further lightening IT’s load.

workplace efficiencies, reduce IT’s management
and development.

The Digital Workplace Guide to Engaging Enterprise Employees
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WHAT ENTERPRISES NEED
TO CREATE A MOBILE
DIGITAL WORKPLACE
An effective mobile workplace must evolve
as priorities shift. To enable this, the digital
workplace app must include the following
development capabilities:

corporate information knowing both data

Complete digital workplace
●●

in transit and data at rest is encrypted,
network security policies and procedures

Unified, all-in-one app that

are in place and support for the most

provides essential HR, facilities and

popular forms of Single Sign-On (SSO)

communications modules on a single

such as SAML, OpenID Connect, ADFS,

screen. For greatest value, it should

Shibboleth and CAS.

easily integrate and deeply link into
your other existing, complementary
applications for seamless access to all
relevant services.
●●

Mobile first, but desktop too. While
50 percent of employees’ digital time
is spent on smartphones, 34 percent is
spent on desktops14. Your app needs
to be optimized for both environments

●●

Customizable look and feel, with a
UI that supports your brand and is
personalized to each user.

50%

of employees’
digital time is spent
on smartphones

and all operating systems.
●●

Built-in security, ensuring maximum
protection of digital content, so
organizations can feel confident sharing

14 2017 US Mobile App Report, comScore
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34%
of employees’ digital time
is spent on desktops
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Speed, simplicity and affordability
●●

Use a no-code, SaaS-based app

●●

Out-of-box modules for HR, facilities

builder. This makes it easy and cost-

and day-to-day employee services

effective to create, maintain, adapt and

enable you to deploy an effective

extend your digital workplace. It enables

solution in just a few weeks, instead of

LOB “citizen developers,” who have

the months that building a complete

no coding or IT experience, to quickly

app requires. Geographically dispersed

build and publish modules and content

companies can also quickly spin up new

updates without waiting for IT.

app locations with minimal effort.

	With a no-code SaaS solution, there’s

●●

Customization capabilities are essential

no need for a team of developers or

because, as good as it is, your app’s

an expensive outsourced professional

first day shouldn’t be its best day. You’ll

services vendor to build your digital

want to add capabilities as your needs

workplace from scratch and spend hours

evolve. With an agile digital workplace

maintaining it. Instead, you delegate

app builder you can, for instance, start

ownership to departments and LOBs

by making select services available

and empower them to manage their

to all, then introduce opt-in resources,

own presence on the digital workplace.

update your app’s functionality based

Governance capabilities ensure

on employee feedback, and later create

corporate policies and procedures

customized modules, personalized UIs

are followed. And there’s no costly

and location-aware experiences.

infrastructure to purchase or maintain.

With a no-code SaaS solution,
there’s no need for a team of
developers or an expensive
outsourced professional services
vendor to build your digital
workplace from scratch.
The Digital Workplace Guide to Engaging Enterprise Employees
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Customize personas based on:
role

business unit

title

location

work style (i.e.,
telecommuter)

identity and
access privileges

information sources related to hot desks,

Targeted and streamlined

conference rooms, dining, employee

communications
●●

Personas and opt-in capabilities are

any other
characteristics that
identify groups of
people associated
with your company

offices, meetings and more.
●●

Alerts are necessary for communicating

key to delivering a digital workplace

urgent announcements. While many

that employees find compelling and

companies think email is the best way to

relevant. You should be able to easily

send information, the average worker is

layer on personas that are based on

overwhelmed with 121 emails per day15.

role, title, business unit, work style

As a result, important notices are often

(i.e., telecommuter), location, identity

buried and not seen until it’s too late.

and access privileges, and any other

Push notifications, on the other hand,

characteristics that identify groups of

have an open rate of 60 to 70 percent

people associated with your company.

within 60 seconds16.

Opt-in empowers employees to sign
up for activities and notifications that
interest them, such as department
news, clubs and community service.
●●

Geolocation, helpful for all organizations,
is particularly useful for global enterprises
that have large campuses and employees

Push notifications
have an open rate of

60-70%
within 60 seconds

who travel between offices. The app
knows which facility an employee
is entering and dynamically adjusts
The Digital Workplace Guide to Engaging Enterprise Employees

15 Email Market Study, Radicati Group
16 The 2017 U.S. Mobile App Report, Comscore
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THE MODO POWERED
MOBILITY
Measuring and improving

●●

Banner notifications can be used to
alert employees when they log into the

engagement
To unify the experiences across these

digital workplace app that they haven’t
used particular modules or services,

personas while providing unique content and
●● Built-in analytics allow you to monitor
communications
to each segment, the GDIT

and encourage them to do so.

is engaging
different
aspects
Digital who
Workplace
team with
selected
Modo
as their
your
digital workplace.
You should
mobileofapp
development
technology
partner

●●

Crowdsourcing helps you understand
what employees want from their digital

be ableBy
to integrating
track by persona,
location,
and platform.
their digital
employee
andinto
type
of devicesecure
used.
workplace
systems
a branded,

workplace. It gives them a vehicle for
providing feedback about what they

You’ll see what
they’re
accessing,
app, employees
now have
instant
accesshow
to
long they’re
spending
on work.
each session,
the resources
essential
to their

do or don’t like in the app, and what
else they’d like to see included. With

which modules are most and least

the insights you gain from analytics

popular, and how many people use the

and crowdsourcing, you can enhance

digital Engaging
workplaceEmployee
app to access
other
Personalize
Experiences
integrated
With the
ability toservices.
layer personalized features

your digital workplace app so it meets
and exceeds expectations and moves

through personas or any known user attribute,

engagement to higher levels.

GDIT, like many Modo customers, is able to
connect every individual with the information
and resources they need most.

Engaged employees equals happy and productive employees. Today more than ever, they
expect
to have
the tools
needed
Let us help
youall
address
your
uniqueto navigate the workplace, streamline their days and enjoy
their experience,
their
fingertips,
all the time. Putting a digital workplace corporate app on their
employee
needs at
and
drive
user engagement
phones
is aninexcellent
way
to achieve
this and strengthen your employee corporate bond. To
that results
employee
success.
To learn
attract
and retain
topyou
talent
and get
the most value from your digital workplace app, make sure
how
Modo
can help
support
employee
your
solution
essential HR, facilities, communications and employee services, provides
success,
visitunifies
Modolabs.com/workplace
relevant, personalized information and is easy for LOBs to create, maintain and evolve.

Let Modo Workplace help you complete your digital transformation. Visit
modolabs.com/workplace today!
100 Cambridgepark Drive
Suite 200
Cambridge, MA 02140
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